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There are many benefits to learning how to make your jewelry. First and foremost, it is fun!
Making jewelry is a hobby that allows you to express your creativity in an enjoyable and
relaxing way. Learning how to make jewelry is also practical, and you can learn to make
beautiful, handmade, and custom pieces for family, friends, and, perhaps eventually, potential
customers. Master everything from picking the perfect beads to making your findings
(functional pieces, like clasps and earring wires). You'll even get helpful advice for starting your
jewelry line. The bedazzling world of beading awaits-make it yours! This book includes:
-Beading for beginners-Discover a wide variety of beads, must-have tools, and techniques
(including bead stringing, knotting, and wire wrapping) that every aspiring jeweler needs to
know. -Practice makes perfect-Hone your skills on Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners' 21
stylish designs-each featuring detailed instructions that let you know the necessary supplies
and skills. -Craft into business-Finished some pieces but not sure what to do with them? Bead
Jewelry Making for Beginners offers professional advice on how to promote and sell your work.
Create beaded necklaces, bracelets, and other jewelry with a professional look and finish. This
delightful beginner’s guide presents step-by-step instructions and helpful illustrations that walk
you through the basics of making beaded jewelry. You’ll learn how to use various pliers,
crimpers, and wire cutters, and choose the perfect beads and string for your projects. In no
time at all, you’ll be stringing together your own pieces, complete with clasps, rings, and
cones.
Make bracelets, necklaces, earrings, rings, pins, key chains,and more Want to make jewelry
and gifts from scratch? This new edition ofJewelry Making & Beading For Dummies provides
theeasy-to-understand information that makes it easy. Updated information on getting started
and setting up thenecessities of a jewelry maker's workshop New innovative ideas for materials
such as making beads fromscratch, customizing components like glass pendants, and upcyclingfound objects for new creations Updated trends including Victorian, Steampunk, Indianinspired,and wrap bracelets Advice on how to gain project ideas through websites likePinterest
without infringing on someone's rights New and updated information on setting up a storefront,
turningyour hobby into a business, and gaining exposure through Etsy.com,blogs, and social
media sites From attaching clasps to working with wire to stringing beads,the companion DVD
features watch-and-learn episodes that show youstep-by-step how to create one-of-a-kind
designs using beads,glass, found objects, special mementos, and more With hundreds of
detailed photos—now featured infull-color—Jewelry Making & Beading For Dummies isthe ideal
resource you'll turn to again and again to createone-of-a-kind jewelry pieces and assorted gifts.
There are many benefits to learning how to make your own jewelry. First and foremost, it is
fun! Making jewelry is a hobby that allows you to express your creativity in an enjoyable and
relaxing way. This book includes: ?Beading for beginners--Discover a wide variety of beads,
must-have tools, and techniques (including bead stringing, knotting, and wire wrapping) that
every aspiring jeweler needs to know. ?Practice makes perfect--Hone your skills on Bead
Jewelry Making for Beginners' 21 stylish designs--each featuring detailed instructions that let
you know the necessary supplies and skills. ?Craft into business--Finished some pieces but
not sure what to do with them? Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners offers professional advice
on how to promote and sell your work.
Gorgeous beaded jewelry, handcrafted by you--a beginner's guide Ever seen an amazing
piece of beaded jewelry and wondered how it was made? Now you have the secrets! Bead
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Jewelry Making
for Beginners is a comprehensive guide that shows you how to make
incredible necklaces, earrings, and bracelets that you'll love wearing and sharing. Perfect for
people new to jewelry making, Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners walks you through the
process of creating nearly two-dozen different designs. Master everything from picking the
perfect beads to making your own findings (functional pieces, like clasps and earring wires).
You'll even get helpful advice for starting your own jewelry line. The bedazzling world of
beading awaits--make it yours! Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners includes: Beading for
beginners--Discover a wide variety of beads, must-have tools, and techniques (including bead
stringing, knotting, and wire wrapping) that every aspiring jeweler needs to know. Practice
makes perfect--Hone your skills on Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners' 21 stylish
designs--each featuring detailed instructions that let you know the necessary supplies and
skills. Craft into business--Finished some pieces but not sure what to do with them? Bead
Jewelry Making for Beginners offers professional advice on how to promote and sell your work.
Whether you want to learn how to create great looking jewelry just for you or shape incredible
pieces to share with the world, Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners makes it easy.
As glass beads grow in popularity, so does the need to find ways to use them in jewelry
designs. Art Bead Jewelry: Seasons in Glass is perfect for anyone who loves lampworked
beads but doesn’t know how to incorporate them into interesting and unique jewelry designs.
Rather than concentrate on making the beads themselves, author Karen Leonardo focuses on
making jewelry from finished lampwork beads (which are readily available online, in bead
shops, and at shows). More than two dozen pieces from noted jewelry designers are included,
with the projects ranging from easy to intermediate/advanced. Featuring full-color,
photographic, step-by-step directions for each project, the book explains in plain English how
to make seasonally inspired necklaces with such techniques as working wire, stringing,
attaching a toggle, jump ringing, using silver clay, and seed bead basics. A gallery of gorgeous
examples offers inspiration to budding and advanced beaders.
"For first-time beaders to make a wide range of fun and fashionable garments and accessories.
Basic and specialty techniques of knitting, crocheting, and beading are found in step-by-step
instructions and photos. Projects include bracelets, pillows, bags, blue jeans, and
more"--Provided by publisher.

Jewelry makers are hungry for projects using the new CzechMates Dimensional
Beading system, innovative materials that are designed to work together as building
blocks for making jewelry. Popular designer, teach, and author Anna Elizabeth Draeger
offers 20+ projects and variations in Jewelry Designs with CzechMates Multi-Hole
Beads, the only project book on the market that offers projects exclusively for these
beads. Using lentils, daggers, tiles, bricks, triangles, and quads, Anna leads beaders
through the use of these beads in lovely, accessible projects for each individual shape,
then combines them in the book's final chapter, along with seed beads, pearls, and
crystals. Offering uniform hole spacing and size, CzechMates are an ideal foundation
for 3-dimensional designs that won't bunch, warp, or pucker. Beginners eager to try the
CzechMates Dimensional Beading System will succeed quickly thanks to Anna's easyto-follow instructions. Jewelry makers familiar with Anna's style will delight in her latest
creations!
Show your style with handcrafted jewelry. Beaded Jewelry: Wirework Techniques has
all the tips and tricks you need to make your own professional-looking jewelry using
wirework techniques. Step-by-step instructions teach you how to select the best wire
and tools for your project, while clear illustrations show you exactly how to bend, twist,
and shape your way to beautiful loops, hoops, and head pins. You’ll soon be designing
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unique and personal earrings, bracelets, and pendants.
Fashion Beads and Wire into Stunning Jewelry Jewelry artists look no further, Bead &
Wire Art Jewelry is THE resource you need to bring together two of your favorite
mediums—bead and wire. From simple stringing to extensive wirework, author J.
Marsha Michler's detailed, step-by-step instructions will show you how to create over 50
stunning pieces of jewelry. Learn techniques including stringing, stitching, jigwork and
loomwork, and even learn to make your own findings. From easy to advanced, you will
find a project to suit your skill level and tastes. This inspirational book features: • 50+
easy, intermediate and advanced jewelry projects • A variety of rings, earrings,
bracelets and necklaces • Variations to inspire your creativity
The visual way to advance your jewelry making Unlike other crafts that focus on a fairly
narrow range of techniques and materials, jewelry making is very broad; the techniques
encompass everything from bead stringing to metal stamping to working with different
types of clay. More Teach Yourself VISUALLY Jewelry Making picks up where Teach
Yourself VISUALLY Jewelry Making & Beading leaves off and gives you even more
techniques to create new types of jewelry. Beginning with a concise overview of jewelry
making tools and essential techniques, the book gives you technique-specific chapters
covering: designing with chain, basic metal work, metal cold connections, sculpting with
metal clay, embellishing metal, using adhesives, and working with resin, glaze, and
leather. Plus, a chapter of example projects gives you instruction for making 11 unique
pieces to add to your jewelry collection. Step-by-step instructions are accompanied by
clear, detailed photos Features a collection of appealing patterns using the techniques
described Other titles by Chris Franchetti Michaels: Teach Yourself VISUALLY Jewelry
Making & Beading, Teach Yourself VISUALLY Beadwork, Beading VISUAL Quick Tips,
and Wire Jewelry VISUAL Quick Tips If you're a beginning to intermediate jewelry
maker looking to add up-to-the-minute techniques to your repertoire, More Teach
Yourself VISUALLY Jewelry Making has you covered.
Distinctive Designs Explore a wide range of jewelry-making techniques and build your
skills to create beaded pieces that are nothing short of exquisite. Author Lynda Musante
shares her wealth of experience to challenge you to develop your skills as a bead artist.
She encourages you to stretch your imagination in your quest for distinctive jewelry to
wear yourself or give as gifts. Featuring... • 30 projects and variations • Detailed stepby-step instructions • Helpful how-to photographs • Techniques for simple stringing,
bead stitching and wirework • Gallery of inspirational jewelry by top bead artists
Do you love jewelry and beading? Would you like to know how to make chic jewelry
and accessories? Jewelry & Beading Designs for Dummies is packed with patterns,
step-by-step instructions, and inspiring color photos to get you stringing, knotting, and
looping in no time. From earrings and necklaces to pins, purses, charms, and more,
you’ll discover new techniques for making just the right pieces to suit you — or give as
fantastic, fashionable gifts! This easy-to-follow visual guide speeds you right into the
basics of jewelry making: assembling your gear; working with pliers; and fine-tuning
your stringing, bead weaving, and wire wrapping skills. You’ll use elastic cord, ribbon,
leather, a wire jig, and more to make bracelets, bookmarks, pendants, and napkin rings.
Before you know it, you’ll take your skills to the next level and beyond, using multiple
techniques and materials on thrilling and unconventional designs. Discover how to:
Make more than 75 fresh, fun, and practical projects Hone your basic jewelry making
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skills Work
with silver, leather, glass beads, and crystals Create rings, bracelets, phone
covers, wine charms, and more Use bead crimping, knotting, and weaving to make
beautiful designs Make stunning earrings and necklaces using a wire jig Fabricate
beads and wire components Find nontraditional materials such as hardware, beach
glass, and more Add beauty, skill, and satisfaction to your life with a little help from
Jewelry and Beading Designs For Dummies!
Mastering the Art of Beading will do for jewelry making what Julia Child did for French
food. In this definitive guide to all things beads, expert jewelry maker Genevieve A.
Sterbenz covers all of the terms, tools, skills, and shortcuts necessary for creating
beautiful beaded jewelry. With more than 800 how-to photographs, detailed and
illustrated techniques, a photographic glossary, and useful resources, this book is
packed to the brim with beading essentials. In addition, Sterbenz presents step-by-step
instructions for 50 stunning projects in a range of techniques and styles. An accessible
compendium dissecting every aspect of this popular craft, Mastering the Art of Beading
will be the resource craftersdabblers and experts alikewill want on their bookshelf for
years to come.

Indulge your passion for beading! The author of Beaded Allure is back with more
exquisite, enticing jewelry you will love. Kelly Wiese ensures that all eyes will be
on you with 26 dazzling designs for creating necklaces, bracelets, earrings and
more. She covers basic beadweaving techniques and stitches, then expertly
guides you through each project step by step. Inside A Beaded Romance, you'll
find: • 11 beading stitches that are easy to learn, with additional information on
tools, materials and techniques. • 26 projects with detailed instructions, photos
and difficulty ratings that will allow beaders of all skill levels to dive right in. •
Jewelry patterns for every style, whether it's charming or seductive, modern or
classic. Get swept away in A Beaded Romance!
Get all knotted up! This fun guide has all the information you need to make your
own jewelry using knotting techniques. You’ll learn how to evaluate, select, and
care for pearls and gemstones; how to select findings and tools; the pros and
cons of different stringing materials; and much more. Clear step-by-step, fully
illustrated instructions show you exactly how to knot between beads and attach
various types of clasps and finishes. You’ll soon be crafting beautiful, ready-towear pieces.
Outlines key techniques for everything from scrapbooking and beading to flower
arrangements and children's crafts, providing step-by-step, illustrated instructions
and lists of required tooks and materials.
Bead Jewelry 101, now in paperback, is a complete entry-level course for
creating beaded jewelry taught through 30 step-by-step projects that demonstrate
fundamental methods for stringing and wirework. Have you always wanted to try
jewelry making but aren’t sure where to begin? Bead Jewelry 101 teaches you
everything you need to know to create beautiful jewelry with beads. The Basics
walks you through all the tools, materials, and basic construction techniques
you’ll use for the projects. The Projects are organized by various findings, or
jewelry elements, so you’ll learn new techniques and build new skills with every
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piece you make. Beautiful variations will inspire you to create your own designs.
Beginners will also find the accompanying online videos that capture the
techniques in action an invaluable resource. Written specifically for beginners,
the books in the 101 series are complete illustrated guides to the basics of a craft
that use projects presented with full-color, step-by-step instructions and photos to
teach essential techniques.
The Big Book of Beading Patterns is the go-to compendium of patterns for all
types of stitchers. Many pattern books focus solely on loomwork, but this book
also includes popular stitches like peyote, brick, and square stitch in addition to
loomwork. The gorgeous patterns here can be used to make beaded bracelets,
amulets, tapestries, and more. Patterns are divided into chapters by topics like
animals, flowers, holidays, and more. The best of Bead&Button’s patterns are
showcased in this exciting compilation.
Features step-by-step projects and full-color examples Create unique jewelry to
wear with everything from jeans to a ball gown! Want to make your own jewelry?
This easy-to-follow guide gives you lots of hands-on instruction in making simple,
fabulous jewelry and working with beads. From wire wrapping and knotting to
weaving and polishing, you'll get all the skills you need to make necklaces,
bracelets, earrings, pins, key chains, wine charms and items for the home.
Discover how to * Create funky and elegant designs * Work with leather, silver,
and stones * String, knot, and weave beads * Avoid common mistakes * Host a
trendy jewelry party
Provides information on bead crafting, including bead types, skills and
techniques, and simple projects for parents and their children to practice
essential skills.
When making jewelry, it is handy to know about the knots which help to finish your
jewelry piece, keep it all together and of course look neat and tidy in the process. There
are also knots which make up the main body of your work i.e. in macrame and pearl
knotting. Before beginning any project, make sure you know which thread or cord will
work best for the techniques you will be using and consider the strength of the cord if
you are working with heavier elements. This fun guide has all the information you need
to make your own jewelry using knotting techniques. You'll learn how to evaluate,
select, and care for pearls and gemstones; how to select findings and tools; the pros
and cons of different stringing materials; and much more. Clear step-by-step, fully
illustrated instructions show you exactly how to knot between beads and attach various
types of clasps and finishes. You'll soon be crafting beautiful, ready-to-wear pieces.
Are you looking for the perfect bead-making guide to make amazing projects with
children? Look no further! Creative Kids Complete Photo Guide to Bead Crafts starts
with the absolute basics about bead crafting, beginning with bead types, then gradually
introduces skills and techniques until kids are creating fantastic projects like bubble
wands, bug sculptures, and belts! Amy Kopperude, author of Bead Bugs, will guide you
and your children through projects. With over 300 photos and clear, concise instructions
in language easily understood by grade-school kids, you're going to be creating crafty
beaded projects with your child in no time! From zipper pulls and keychains to wind
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chimes and
backpack clips, each project lists the skills that are needed, and projects
are rated by difficulty, so kids can learn and grow as they develop dexterity and
coordination. Your children will learn to craft beaded creations by making simple
projects and building skills by practicing the essentials. Creative Kids Complete Photo
Guide to Bead Crafts provides a sound foundation for a lifetime of creative enjoyment.
You've probably coveted jewelry you've seen in artsy boutiques and fashion magazines
or envied friends who have the perfect bling to accent everything. With this book, you'll
learn to craft designs that are chic but inexpensive. With hundreds of detailed photos,
this book covers tools and supplies, bead stringing and weaving, wire wrapping, and
more. Terrific projects will get you started and inspire you to create your own jewelry
and beadwork designs. Concise two-page lessons show you all the steps to a skill and
are ideal for quick review Each skill or technique is defined and described Detailed
color photos demonstrate each step Step-by-step instructions accompany each photo
Helpful tips provide additional guidance
The descriptions of materials and easy procedure for a different techniques in this book
will you in making earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and more in no time. This book
guides you through the basics for a different mediums and methods of jewelry, from
bead stringing and wirework to chain making, metalwork, resin, and more. to skills you'll
use often as you continue to learn about and explore jewelry making.With Jewelry
Making for beginners you'll soon be creating your own amazing jewelry designs with
confidence.
The ultimate beading reference book. From the beginner to the consummate
professional, 350+ Beading Tips, Techniques, and Trade Secrets is a beader’s on-call,
24-hour-a-day resource for every beading need. Starting with the basics and working
up to expert tips for a great finish, 350+ Beading Tips is an indispensable reference
book that can be used over and over by crafters of all levels. Featuring step-by-step
color photographs, clear instructions, and an extensive glossary, this handy guide is an
essential resource whether you are stringing, wiring, or bead weaving. The techniques
are organized in the order you need them when making a project, starting with the right
tools and materials to finishing tips for neat, professional results. You can even dip in
for help with a particular problem! Beginning with instructions for creative knot work,
quick and easy stringing, and working with wire, beaders can soon graduate to mixing
vintage and modern beads, incorporating charms and findings in their work, and even
rescaling and designing their own patterns. Whether you’re using crystals or seed
beads, wirework techniques or stitches, making jewelry as gifts or to sell, Jean Power’s
350+ Beading Tips, Techniques, and Trade Secrets has all the answers.
Beaded jewelry is taking the craft world by storm--and so is Jackie Guerra. She makes
the art of creating fun and easy. With her help, plus these amazingly simple techniques,
anyone can achieve attractive results quickly. So get out that spool of wire, and start
mastering such basic skills as stringing and weaving: there’s nothing complicated at all,
so even beginners can make the 50 fabulous designer projects. Each item showcases
a particular style or technique, and originally made its debut on DIY Network’s Jewelry
Making show. From necklaces and chokers to bracelets and earrings, there’s a
treasure trove on these splendidly illustrated pages, which guide the crafter carefully
through the process. Tips for customizing and adapting the designs are included.
Jackie Guerra is well known as an actress, stand-up comic, and motivational speaker.
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credits include an ongoing role on the drama American Family, a sitcom
series on the WB network, and roles in major motion pictures with Woody Allen and
Jennifer Lopez. In addition to hosting DIY’s Jewelry Making, Jackie also hosts the Style
Network show You’re Invited. She is very active in political issues in the Latino
community.
A must-have book for every beader, this is a comprehensive guide to designing and
creating beautiful beaded jewelry using fundamental beading techniques. Features 35
colorful projects including earrings, necklaces, bracelets, lariats, and some jewelry sets.
This book teaches the skills to make perfect jewelry for any occasion incorporating
these techniques: stringing, crimping, knotting, basic wirework, and more.
Absolute Beginners Guide: Stringing Beaded Jewelry, the first book in the Absolute Beginners
Guide series, is a comprehensive introduction to stringing. Presented in a warm, reassuring
tone, this book provides easy-to-follow instructions designed for someone who is just learning
the craft. Readers feel informed, but not overwhelmed, by the explanation of the basic tools
and supplies for beading, how to choose them in a bead store, and by suggestions for setting
up a simple working area. The first projects are very easy, teaching stringing a repeating
pattern and using graduated beads. Then it moves into more complex projects including using
connectors and knotting techniques. This true introductory manual is written with friendliness
and approachability.
Bead with beautiful gemstones and create dazzling earrings, bracelets, and more—includes
over one hundred projects for all skill levels. You can learn to create gorgeous gemstone
jewelry with this collection of over one hundred projects, ranging from eye-catching earrings
and accessories to exquisite necklaces and bracelets. This beautiful book offers an impressive
range of twenty-eight beautiful semi-precious stones (including birthstones) and a glimpse into
the fascinating history and mythical properties behind them. Projects range from the simplest
stringing to more detailed beadwork to cater for all levels of ability. Discover a variety of
versatile ideas that can be adapted for any type of gem or bead—with clear artwork, vivid
photos, and easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions.
An easy-to-use, comprehensive guide to everything beading
Dazzled by the beautiful beadwork of native peoples near and far? This new book by Mel
makes learning to create beautiful necklaces, chokers, bracelets, belts, pouches and
headbands a snap. The rich mix of culturally diverse seed bead patterns found in this book will
satisfy the young beginner, the advanced worker and the holiday gift maker. The double
bonus? The projects result in elegant, beautiful and surprisingly fashionable pieces of jewelry
anybody would be proud to wear on any occasion. From Zulus to Guaymis, from Guatemala to
Egypt, here are large, graphic illustrations of the threading patterns for a wide range of
beautiful seed bead jewelry, from simple Y necklaces to elaborate Romanian collars; several
original designs are provided as well. This book is a must for crafters working with seed beads
as it provides many useful design concepts in its patterns for necklaces, chokers, bracelets,
earrings, belts, pouches and headbands. The Methods and Materials section is comprehensive
and full of useful hints for working with seed beads in general, from how to set up a workspace
and lay out a design, to what to do when a flaw is found in a finished piece. Clear concise
instructions alongside the diagrams ensure a good understanding of each project. The book
starts out with two simple necklaces, then zooms into space with starry holiday patterns for 10
minute earrings, a necklace and bracelet. Then it's on to snowflake patterns that show how to
incorporate medallions into earrings, bracelets and necklaces. Next are simple chain link
patterns that turn into beautiful flower chokers. Native American patterns for flower and leaf
necklaces, as well as friendship bracelets and a flowingtipple necklace, follow. After a braided
headband, simple daisy chain patterns are presented, along with directions on turning them
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into wide flowery
necklace and colorful Romanian collars follow. The last patterns of the book show how to make
a wide colorful Guaymi collar, a Zulu belt, a Princess necklace that will enchant little and big
girls alike, netted triangle necklaces, and a Moorish necklace of netted diamonds. Six pages of
color photographs add to the beauty of this 42 page book. A cultural cornucopia of jewelry to
be truly enjoyed. A great new release no-one will want to miss!
Craft colorful and unique jewelry with this Asian-inspired craft book. Bracelets embellished with
Chinese floral and butterfly motifs, a gold-and-pearl lariat inspired by the fridges of a Persian
carpet, and the pupular Shamballa bracelet— these are just a few of the many artful pieces
you'll learn to make in this wonderful new DIY jewelry book. Jewelry techniques include: Wire
Strung Jewelry Loop & Chain Jewelry Memory Wire Jewelry Knotted Jewelry Elastic Cord
Bracelets Suitable for novices and experienced jewelry-making experts alike, some of the
projects take just a few minutes to complete, and all of them are fun and inexpensive to do.
They result in jewelry that looks great and can be worn anywhere! Most of the 33 jewelry
projects in this jewelry making book use materials you can find in any craft store. Each chapter
in Creative Beaded Jewelry takes you through the basics of a different stringing method and
then sets you on an adventure through the many ways you can use it to create your own
personalized designs.
Exquisite Beaded Jewelry Made Easy: Seed Bead Book for Jewelry Making Beginners A Seed
Bead Book for Jewelry Making - Teach Yourself Visually Jewelry Making and Beading!
Beading can be a fun, relaxing, and wonderfully creative outlet with lots of possibilities. Do you
wonder how to make wired jewelry beaded and beautiful? How to get started? Beading for
beginners ?Discover a wide variety of beads, must-have tools, and techniques (including bead
stringing, knotting, and wire wrapping) that every aspiring jeweler needs to know. Multipatterns ?Beaded bracelets, necklaces, and earrings ?jewelry books on technique Practice
makes perfect ?Hone your skills on Bead Jewelry Making for Beginners' 21 stylish
designs?each featuring detailed instructions that let you know the necessary supplies and
skills. Craft into business ?Finished some pieces but not sure what to do with them? Bead
Jewelry Making for Beginners offers professional advice on how to promote and sell your work.
Make a great gift!
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